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Maximize customer experience and worker 

productivity with IBM ECM System Monitor
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1. OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE FOR BUSINESS AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS 

Business Automation (BA) solutions are business critical – often used 24/7 in customer facing processes or as a supplier to Robotic 

Process Automation. Their service quality and operational resilience are crucial for your business outcomes.

  

„IBM Enterprise Content Management System Monitor“ (ESM) provides your BA administrators, IT Operations / AIOps and Service 

Desk staff full insight into the BA platform 24/7 by automating daily BA specific application health checks. This proactive health 
monitoring helps protecting the productivity of business users and their end customer’s experience by reducing Mean Time to Detect 

(MTTD) and Mean Time to Resolve (MTTR), regardless where the BA systems run – on-premises, in private cloud, in hybrid cloud, 

as traditional installation or as container or a mix. BA administrators can focus on higher value work and do not need to waste their 

time with mundane routine checks to ensure uptime.

2. INSIGHT INTO PLATFORM HEALTH

Ensuring the service quality of solutions such as IBM FileNet, IBM Content Manager OnDemand, or IBM Cloud Pak for Business 

Automation is mandatory to maximize the business outcome and at the same time contain operational costs.

Enterprise monitoring tools offer basic monitoring, but almost no BA specific functional monitoring. On the other hand BA admini- 
strators have little insight into the underlying middleware and infrastructure. They fall victim to incidents caused by these compo-

nents instead of being alerted ahead of time to avoid disruptions or performance degradations. And they get blamed for outages 

they are not responsible for! To make things worse, chasing alerts is both time consuming and frustrating.

According to a study published by the CIO Magazine in 2015 downtime is one of the key nightmares of CIOs – this has not changed 

until today, as an IBM study conducted by Forrester Consulting shows. Downtime results in lost revenue and damaged brand reputa-

tion and can affect future growth of an organization. Therefore a proactive monitoring of the service quality 24/7 is key, especially 
if BA applications are directly accessed by external end customers, e.g. to retrieve electronic statements or submit applications.
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ESM enables organizations to manage the Business Automation platform reliably and efficiently by automating routine checks in 
the daily operation, both on-premises and in hybrid and in private clouds – whether the BA platform is running as traditional in- 

stallation or in containers or in a mix. ESM supports your Site Reliability Engineering initiatives and integrates seamlessly with 

enterprise monitoring and AIOps solutions, giving your IT Operations and Service Desk staff full insight into the BA health 24/7 
leveraging their standard tools and processes.

The advantages are compelling: 

•  Comprehensive, proactive monitoring of entire business services improves availability and end user experience – reducing 

Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) and Mean Time to Resolve (MTTR)

•  Management of IBM BA components and their infrastructure in one Single Point of Control makes administrator’s life easier – BA 

administrators gain insight into the underlying middleware and infrastructure such as application servers or databases which 

are not under their direct control

•  Understanding of end user experience – synthetic user checks provide BA administrators with insight into their user’s  

experience

•  Support of your journey to cloud by managing BA applications on-premises, in private cloud, and in hybrid cloud, traditional and 

containerized

•  Integration of IT Operations and Service Desk for central operation of IBM BA 24/7 – leverage observability and AI capabilities of 

central solutions such as IBM Instana and IBM Watson AIOps

•  Automation of routine monitoring work of BA administrators reduces operational costs

•  Better support of IT compliance and auditing requirements mitigates risks

•  Better and more cost efficient fulfillment of Service Level Agreements drives better productivity of knowledge workers and higher 

end customer satisfaction!

Avoiding one single incident can pay for the entire solution. 
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3. HOW DOES IT WORK?
 

3.1 FUNCTIONALITY

ESM manages the various IBM BA components and their underlying infrastructure as well as their overall interoperability to gua-

rantee the availability of the business services for the end user. ESM does not only monitor the various components, but also the 

entire business automation service.

Administrators can tailor the ESM Management Consoles to their specific needs. The dashboards provide an overview of managed 
systems and areas that contain events in one single point of control. You can create different logical structures, e.g. by platform, loca-

tion, environment, and lines of business – providing specific dashboard views for different requirements. Live charts make it easier 
to detect correlations between events and differentiate between isolated peaks and trends that can become critical. The event forwar-
ding from ESM to IT Service Management tools enables IT Operations and Service Desk personnel to monitor the BA systems 24/7 

using their standard solutions, e.g. IBM Instana and IBM Watson AIOps. 

ESM does not only alert for current problems, but also identifies upcoming problems, e.g. by identifying long running queries in the 
Content platform or steady degradations in user response times. The BA administrator is able to intervene before the workers experi-

ence any outage or performance degradation of their business-critical BA applications. 

Task Automation
Automate mundane activities, respond to 
incidents immediately

Open ecosystem
Integrates with Instana, Watson AIOps, 
ServiceNow and best-of-breed tools

Knowledge Base
Expedite troubleshooting

Manage everywhere
Cloud, Hybrid, Traditional

Application-centric IT operations
Holistic view, synthetic user checks

Functional Monitoring 
Automated health check



A Knowledge Base supports in the analysis of problems and events, helping staff without deep knowledge of BA applications to 
better assess and fix problems. You can extend this knowledge base and create your own instructions how to handle events in your 
unique environment. 

Custom tasks allow automating mundane housekeeping activities, e.g. cleaning up temporary files in a directory. You can even 
initiate automated responses to incidents, e.g. restarting a component that has failed. Already existing scripts can be used by ESM. 

All tasks are secured by user privileges and can be scheduled on demand.

The reporting engine provides reports to analyze historical events as well as statistic data collected by ESM, e.g. performance or 

capacity metrics. Numeric events can be explored into the future, answering questions such as „How will my system behave in the 

next 24 hours?“ and identifying threats of degrading performance or capacity bottlenecks at an early stage. You can also process 

the data in enterprise tools like Splunk or Grafana, enabling overarching analysis beyond the core BA platform.

3.2 PLATFORM COVERAGE

ESM manages the following IBM Cloud Pak for Business Automation and BA applications:

• IBM Content Navigator

• Content Services and Capture 

- IBM FileNet Image Manager 

- IBM FileNet Content Manager  

- IBM Content Manager 

- IBM Content Manager OnDemand 

- IBM Datacap

• Workflow and Decisions 

- IBM Business Automation Workflow 

- IBM Operational Decision Manager

• Information Lifecycle Governance 

- IBM Content Collector (ICC)   

- IBM Enterprise Records (IER)

• IBM BA Logfiles
• IBM BA Listener – real-time monitoring of health parameters and statistical counters 

• IBM BA Container – real-time monitoring of events, health parameters and statistical counters from IBM Cloud Pak for Busi-

ness Automation and IBM BA containers 

ESM does not only monitor the various BA components, but also their underlying infrastructure, so that the administrators get the 

whole picture of their entire BA platform in one Single Point of Control. This is important, as the failure of an infrastructure compo-

nent may result in a failure of a BA component. Even if the responsibility for such an infrastructure component resides in a different 
group in the IT organization, the BA administrators need to have knowledge of such events. Because it is the BA administrator, who 

will be blamed for the outage or performance degradation. The end users only see the BA front-end application, but not the complex 

environment behind it. ESM also conducts synthetic user checks, monitoring availability and performance from the user perspective.
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ESM manages the following components (monitors and logfiles):

•  Databases: Monitoring of IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle and PostgreSQL with regard to health status (e.g. tablespace 

capacity), accessibility and performance from the BA perspective. Predefined custom SQL query monitors are also available.

• J2EE Application Servers: IBM WebSphere Application Server and Oracle WebLogic through JMX

• Web Servers: Apache, IBM HTTP Server and MS Internet Information Server

• LDAP Connection

• IBM Spectrum Protect / Tivoli Storage Manager: Capacity and performance metrics from TSM Accounting, TSM Storage Pools 

(TSM Volume Log), TSM Error Log

• System Logfiles (depending on access rights): UNIX Syslog, Linux Syslog, Windows Eventlog, AIX error log

• JMX: Monitoring of applications that support JMX

• WMI: Monitoring of counters provided by Windows Management Instrumentation (WMI)

• Containers: 

- Prometheus-Exporters: Metrics and statistical data  

- Query REST resources and process HTTP calls, e.g. to process logfile events 

3rd party and custom built applications connected to the BA platform can be monitored on demand, as they are an integral part of 

the automation business services. 

Examples for an IBM BA specific health monitoring are listed in the appendix. For a detailed list of platforms supported by ESM 
Management Server and Agents please see the ESM Installation Guide.

3.3 CONTAINERIZATION

The transformation to cloud technologies is a journey. New use cases will use cloud technologies. Existing Content and Workflow 
applications will be migrated over time, some may even remain traditional systems for a long time. Hence administrators have to 

deal with a broad set of systems and technologies that they need to manage.

ESM monitors your BA business services anywhere – on-premises, private cloud, hybrid cloud, traditional systems and containers. 

The ESM components ESM Management Server and ESM Agent are also available as Docker images, so you can deploy them in a 

Kubernetes environment.

ESM FOR BUSINESS AUTOMATION WORKLOADS ON KUBERNETES
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The ESM Agent in the container monitors BA containers and traditional components remotely. 

ESM uses multiple ways to monitor applications in containers: 

•  Processing metrics and statistical data which are provided by collectd plugins and exposed via the Prometheus-Exporter

•  Querying REST resources and processing HTTP calls, e.g. to process logfile events

•  Running functional ESM probes querying BA internal APIs, e.g. to measure ObjectStore performance, and running synthetic 

checks of user experience

3.4 IT OPERATIONS & AIOPS

ESM supports your IT Service Management by forwarding events to central event management and incident management tools. This 

enables IT Operations / AIOps and Service Desk staff to get BA related event information 24/7 in their standard event consoles, so 
they can respond immediately.

ESM forwards events to central AIOps and Observability solutions, e.g. IBM Instana and IBM Watson AIOps, to leverage their AI and 

observability capabilities. For incident management solutions like ServiceNow ESM provides an integration via the Web API. Events 

can also be exported to an external database, e.g. for overarching analysis and reporting in Splunk, Grafana, or Tableau.

OPERATIONAL RESILIENCE FOR BUSINESS AUTOMATION ENVIRONMENTS
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4. BENEFITS

Monitoring IBM BA environments with ESM provides many benefits:

• Comprehensive monitoring of BA business services covering BA components and their underlying infrastructure in one Single 

Point of Control – on-premises, private cloud, hybrid cloud, traditional systems and containers

• Monitoring, tasks and knowledge base can be extended to manage 3rd party and custom-built applications connected with the 

IBM BA platform – managing automation services end-to-end

• Stabilization of the BA platform – health check across stages and after changes to mitigate risk

• Shorter Mean Time to Detect (MTTD) and Mean Time to Resolve (MTTR) reduce business disruption and IT efforts – improves 

service quality for lines of business and your end customers

• Better and more cost efficient fulfillment of Service Level Agreements for on-premises and cloud platforms through automation

• Reduction of trouble tickets – cost savings in Service Desk

• Integration with IT Operations and Service Desk for central operation of BA 24/7 – better support of Site Reliability Engineering 

initiatives, IT compliance and auditing requirements

Thanks to ESM the BA application specialists can focus on the further development and optimization of the BA platform instead of 

wasting their time with mundane routine work in the daily administration and monitoring. All the same they – and IT Operations and 

Service Desk – can be sure that they will be alerted immediately in case of an error or incident.

GET THE BIGGER PICTURE WITH IBM ECM SYSTEM MONITOR & INSTANA
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With that ESM helps to deliver Service Level Agreements for the BA platform in a more reliable and efficient way. The end users get a 
better experience of their automation services and embrace new opportunities for an enterprise-wide usage. ESM reduces operatio-

nal costs and avoids high costs in the lines of business due to productivity losses.

As part of the IBM Business Automation portfolio ESM provides unsurpassed integration and currency with the IBM BA solutions.

5. THE IMPLEMENTATION APPROACH

CENIT, IBM and selected IBM partners offer a turnkey implementation, which is tailored to your BA environment and can include 

other systems working with the BA platform. This implementation is designed to meet client‘s specific requirements of monito-

ring the entire automation service and supports the following activities:

• Analysis and Design 

- Best Practices 

- Client specific requirements beyond Best Practices, e.g. monitoring of 3rd party applications or homegrown applications
• Installation of Management Server(s) and Agents in production and non-production BA environments – either as traditional 

installation or as container

• Configuration 

- Monitoring & Logfile Management 

- Automation Tasks  

- Management Consoles 

- Reporting  

- Event forwarding to central Observability, AIOps, and Service Management tools

• Roll-Out into production and non-production environments

• 1-day Administrator Training for BA administrators

• Documentation

• Fine tuning: After approximately four weeks of productive usage of ESM we do a review of the events detected and adjust 

the thresholds and filtering, so that you get as many events as necessary but as few as possible

• Project Management

Only a comprehensive implementation including proper training and fine tuning will get you the full value. Do not accept less! 

Higher productivity
Business & IT

End customer Experience
Less disruption, better service

Cost Reduction
Automation of low value work

Risk Mitigation
Leverage IT Operations & AIOps 24/7
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6. CONTACT

Protect the productivity of your business users, digital workers and robots, maximize your end customer experience and cont-

ain the costs of running your BA platform – no matter where and how the BA systems are deployed. 

Get ESM implemented now, so please contact us today at info@cenit.com! 

CENIT AG / CENIT North America

Email: info@cenit.com

Please check our YouTube channel for videos of an ESM presentation and live demo.  

Trademark notice: All brands and product names are the trademarks of their respective owners. 2023-01

https://www.youtube.com/user/CENITAG
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7. APPENDIX

Examples for an IBM BA specific health monitoring:

GENERAL MONITORING OF IBM BUSINESS AUTOMATION PLATFORMS

CONTENT & WORKFLOW MONITORING CAPABILITIES

IN GENERAL

DATACAP

WEB & SYSTEM

FILENET

CUSTOM MONITORING

BAW & ICN CONTENT COLLECTOR
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IBM CONTENT MANAGER ONDEMAND MONITORING CAPABILITIES

IBM CONTENT MANAGER 8 MONITORING CAPABILITIES

LIBRARY SERVER

LIBRARY SERVER

RESOURCE MANAGER

OBJECT SERVER & TASKS

SPECTRUM PROTECT / TSM

LISTENER & ICN
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ESM Management Server and Agent –supported platforms:

EXAMPLES FROM OUR CUSTOMERS

PLATFORM SUPPORT FOR ESM SERVER AND AGENT

CUSTOM MONITORS CUSTOM TASKS

ESM MANAGEMENT SERVER ESM AGENT


